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Top 31 Best Jobs In Canada For 2024 | New List

Planning your career path can feel like wading through a dense forest – an exciting potential, but where to start?

Fear not, brave job seeker, to help you get ahead, we have compiled a list of the top 10 jobs in Canada for 2024 based on

Indeed's latest report.

But wait, there's more! We've included insight on salaries, remote/hybrid options and what each role involves. Let's dive in!

FREE ELIGIBILITY CHECK

Check your pro�le eligibility today!

1. Senior Tax Manager: Master of Taxes

Think Robin Hood but with spreadsheets instead of bows and arrows. Senior tax managers wield their �nancial expertise to

optimize an organization's tax position, ensuring compliance and minimizing risks. 

They lead teams, navigate regulations, and craft strategic plans. This high-demand role boasts a median 

Salary: $139,063.

15% remote/hybrid options.

2. Child Protection Practitioners: Guardian Angels

Protecting vulnerable children is a calling, and child protection practitioners answer with unwavering dedication. They investigate

concerns, liaise with families, and implement crucial measures to ensure children's safety and well-being. 
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This impactful role, with a median salary of $77,034 and 11% remote/hybrid options, requires resilience, empathy, and a

commitment to justice.

Salary: $77,034

11% remote/hybrid options.

3. Guardians of Order: Governance Managers

Think of governance managers as the architects of organizational transparency and accountability. They craft and implement

policies, assess risks, and ensure smooth decision-making processes. 

This role, with a median salary of $97,469 and a surprising 26% remote/hybrid options, requires a keen eye for detail, strong

analytical skills, and a talent for fostering trust.

Salary: $97,469

26% remote/hybrid options

4. Senior Electrical Engineers: Wizards of Watts

From powering buildings to lighting up our lives, senior electrical engineers are the masterminds behind the electrical symphony.

They design, develop, and supervise the installation of complex electrical systems, ensuring safety and adherence to strict

standards. 

This role, with a median salary of $110,000 and 25% remote/hybrid options, demands technical prowess, problem-solving skills,

and a passion for making the world tick (literally).

Salary:  $110,000.

25% remote/hybrid options.

FREE ELIGIBILITY CHECK

Check your pro�le eligibility today!

5. Associate Deans: Academic Architects

Associate deans are the unsung heroes of academia, supporting deans in shaping the educational landscape. They oversee

departments, manage curriculum development, and play a crucial role in faculty recruitment and evaluation. 

This strategic role, with a median salary of $114,281 and 14% remote/hybrid options, requires leadership, vision, and a deep

commitment to educational excellence.

Salary: $114,281

14% remote/hybrid options

6. Structural Engineers: Building Bridges, Not Just Walls:

Structural engineers are the backbone of infrastructure, literally. They design and analyze buildings, bridges, and other

structures, ensuring they can withstand the elements and stand the test of time. 

This critical role, with a median salary of $93,755 and 23% remote/hybrid options, demands strong analytical skills, meticulous

attention to detail, and a knack for creative problem-solving.

Salary: $93,755

23% remote/hybrid options

7. Senior Project Coordinators: Orchestrators of Progress

Think of senior project coordinators as the conductors of the project symphony. They keep teams on track, manage timelines

and budgets, and ensure quality standards are met. 

This demanding role, with a median salary of $81,224 and 17% remote/hybrid options, requires organizational skills, excellent

communication, and the ability to juggle multiple priorities with grace.

Salary: $81,224

17% remote/hybrid options
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8. Project Engineers: Masters of Making

From concept to completion, project engineers are the hands-on heroes who translate plans into reality. They work with cross-

functional teams, tackle technical challenges, and ensure projects meet speci�cations, on time and within budget. 

This dynamic role, with a median salary of $91,153 and 17% remote/hybrid options, demands technical expertise, adaptability,

and a collaborative spirit.

Salary: $91,153

17% remote/hybrid options

9. Librarians: Knowledge Keepers

More than just shushers, librarians are information architects, curating resources and guiding patrons on their quest for

knowledge. They manage collections, develop research strategies, and even contribute to community literacy programs. 

This meaningful role, with a median salary of $75,360 and 11% remote/hybrid options, requires a love of learning, excellent

communication skills, and a passion for connecting people with information.

Salary: $75,360

11% remote/hybrid options

LATEST EXPRESS ENTRY DRAW SCORE

Express Entry Prediction of Next Draw

10. Accounting Supervisors: Financial Guardians

Numbers whisper secrets to accounting supervisors, and they're the ones to decipher them. They oversee teams of accountants,

monitor �nancial reporting, and ensure compliance with regulations. 

This crucial role, with a median salary of $79,594 and 16% remote/hybrid options, demands meticulous attention to detail,

Salary: $79,594

16% remote/hybrid options

What are the top 31 best jobs in Canada for 2024?

Below are the top 10 best jobs in Canada for 2024, along with their annual mean salary, as per Indeed:

1.) Senior tax manager: $139,063

2.) Child protection practitioner: $77,034

3.) Governance manager: $97,469

4.) Senior electrical engineer: $110,000

5.) Associate Dean: $114,281

6.) Structural Engineer: $93,755

7.) Senior Project Coordinator: $81,224

8.) Project Engineer: $91,153

9.) Librarian: $75,360

10.) Accounting Supervisor: $79,594

11.) Software Developer: $105,534

12.) Data Scientist: $122,914

13.) Cyber Security Analyst: $101,502

14.) Network Architect: $111,570

15.) Web Developer: $86,705

16.) Registered Nurse: $79,621

17.) Physician: $246,701

18.) Physiotherapist: $90,540

19.) Social Worker: $74,174

20.) Mental Health Counselor: $73,420

21.) Marketing Manager: $87,119 
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22.) Human Resources Manager: $94,425

23.) Business Analyst: $83,059

24.) Management Consultant: $97,742

25.) Teacher: $78,975

26.) Lawyer: $111,555

27.) Renewable Energy Engineer: $102,350

28.) Speech-Language Pathologist: $86,829

29.) UX/UI Designer: $89,496

30.) Nurse Practitioner: $123,312

31.) Marketing Automation Specialist: $74,449

What Skills and Quali�cations Are Needed for Canada Jobs Market

Skills and Quali�cations:

Tech Pro�ciency: Coding, data analysis, and cloud computing skills are increasingly sought-after across industries.

Soft Skills: Communication, teamwork, and problem-solving remain crucial in any role.

Speci�c Certi�cations: Some �elds, like accounting or engineering, require relevant certi�cations.

Career progression and salary potential in Canada's

upward Mobility: Most listed jobs o�er career paths towards management or specialized positions.

Salary Expectations: Median salaries range from $75,360 (Librarian) to $139,063 (Senior Tax Manager).

Growth Potential: Look for �elds with high job growth for better salary progression, like Child Protection (85%) or Project

Engineer (47%).

Remote Work Options in Canada

Hybrid Opportunities: Several jobs o�er hybrid options, ranging from 11% (Librarian) to 26% (Governance Manager).

Full Remote Roles: Consider �elds like Senior Project Coordinator (17%) or Project Engineer (17%) for fully remote

possibilities.

Location Flexibility: Remote work often means location �exibility within Canada, opening doors to diverse communities.

FAQ’s

What is the Impact of AI and automation on the Canada Jobs Market?

While AI and automation will continue to evolve, their impact on these speci�c jobs varies. Some, like accounting, might see

repetitive tasks automated, but human judgment and expertise will remain crucial. Others, like child protection, are unlikely to be

fully replaced due to the human element and ethical considerations.

What are the biggest challenges in getting a job in Canada?

One of the biggest challenges for foreign workers looking to get a job in Canada is obtaining a work visa. The process can be

complex and time-consuming, and there are a number of requirements that you must meet. 

Additionally, the Canadian job market can be competitive, so it's important to have the right skills and experience to stand out

from the crowd.

What are the bene�ts of working in Canada?

Canada is a great place to live and work, with a high quality of life, a strong economy, and a stable government. Canadians also

enjoy a generous social safety net, which includes healthcare, education, and unemployment bene�ts.

Do I need to speak French to get a job in Canada?

While it is not always necessary to speak French to get a job in Canada, it can be helpful in some cases. French is the o�cial

language of Quebec, and it is also spoken in parts of New Brunswick, Ontario, and Manitoba. If you are considering working in

one of these provinces, learning some French could give you an edge in the job market.

What are the salary ranges for the top 10 jobs in Canada?
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The salary ranges for the top 10 jobs in Canada vary depending on experience, education, and location. However, the median

salaries for these jobs are all relatively high. 

For example, the median salary for a senior tax manager is $139,063, while the median salary for a child protection practitioner is

$77,034.

What are some resources that can help me �nd a job in Canada?

Several resources can help you �nd a job in Canada. The Canadian government has a website called Job Bank that lists job

openings from all over the country. 

You can also search for jobs on websites like Indeed and Glassdoor. Additionally, several immigration consultants can help you

with the visa application process.

FREE ELIGIBILITY CHECK

Check your pro�le eligibility today!

For more information related to a Canada permanent residency visa or any other visa Call or WhatsApp: +91 859 574 4633 or

Email: info@tripleibusiness.com
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Talk to our Immigration Experts

 +011 46520736

 +91 8595744633

Support

 Monday to saturday- 10AM to 6PM
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Triple I Business is one of the growing companies in Delhi NCR, providing consultancy services for Permanent Residence and Study Visas in Canada, Australia,

Germany, UK, and many other countries. We also o�er Visa services for Tourist visas and Visitor visas.
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